
Welcome to the New Jersey
Section Meeting  



MAA’s Mission

The mission of the Mathematical Association 

of America is to advance the understanding of 

mathematics and its impact on our world. 



View speakers and more at 

maa.org/mathfest



Coming 2024!
Scatterplot: The MAA Journal for Data Science

The scope of this journal is to provide a 

roadmap to instructors to incorporate data 

science into their courses, or build on what they 

are already doing. Scatterplot will provide 

teaching assistance, real world examples, and 

explain the math behind data science. 

Interested in helping us develop Scatterplot as a 

contributor, editor or reviewer? Contact Rick 

Cleary or Carol Baxter at: scatterplot@maa.org



MAA Journals and Magazines

Convergence has added more than 46 Mathematical 

Treasures to its collection and updated several 

existing pages. 

Convergence: Where Mathematics, 

Teaching, and History Meet

MAA Journals and Magazines can be accessed by 

logging into your member profile at maa.org



Math Values
MAA’s Blog

Hear from diverse voices in the community.

Contact the Blog team or learn how to contribute 

content at blogs@maa.org



MAA Press

MAA Members save 25% on MAA Press titles 

from the AMS Bookstore

MAA Members can get Notes volumes and 

selected other titles for free in their Member 

Library



OPEN Math is a collaborative project between the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) and the University of Colorado, Boulder (CU-B). Support for OPEN Math is 
provided by the National Science Foundation: MAA Award DUE-2111260 and CU-B Award DUE-2111273.

● Active Learning in Differential Equations Inspired by 

Modeling

● Designing Professional Development Programs for 

Graduate Student Teaching Assistants

● Inclusive Active Learning in Mathematics

● Inclusion and Inquiry: Fostering Student Belonging 

and Ownership

● Redesigning Your Course for Mastery Grading

● Engaging Multivariable Calculus Students using 

CalcPlot3D and 3D-Printed Surfaces

● Team-Based Inquiry Learning

View the whole schedule and learn more at maa.org/open-math!

Join us this summer 
for another excellent 
line-up of 
workshops:



Apply Now for MAA Project NExT!

MAA Project New 

Experiences in Teaching 

(NExT) is a professional 

development program for 

new or recent Ph.D.s in the 

mathematical sciences. 

Apply to join the next cohort by April 

15th at maa.org/project-next



FEBRUARY 28, 7:00 PM 
Eastern

Karen H. Parshall

“How World War II 
Shaped the American 
Mathematical 
Research Community”

APRIL 4, 7:00 PM Eastern

Laura Taalman

“A Tour of 3D Printed 
Mathematics: Ideal 
Graphs, Tritangentless
Trefoils, and Chaotic 
Attractors”

maa.org/dist-lecture

Watch previous lectures anytime on 
MAA’s YouTube channel: 

youtube.com/@MAAvideo



Join Your Colleagues on

• Private communities for each SIGMAA for discussions relevant to your 

areas of interest and expertise

• A comprehensive event calendar to keep you up-to-date on activities 

across the whole of MAA - including Section meetings, SIGMAA events, 

and official MAA deadlines

• And so much more!

connect.maa.org

Questions? Contact communities@maa.org



● Keep the conversations going from your 

experiences at our annual meeting

● Follow Section news as we post 

important announcements in our 

community

MAA Connect

maa.org/connect

Stay involved with our Section 

through our dedicated 

community on MAA Connect.



● MAA Connect

● Math Values, MAA’s blog

● Affinity Program discounts

● A discounted subscription to Wondrium

● MAA Video Library

● Access to world-renowned journals and 

publications

● and much more!

Become an MAA 

member and take 

advantage of these 

wonderful benefits:

Benefits can be accessed through the member portal on maa.org

maa.org/join



Membership Benefits Include:

● Membership for up to 450 math students

● Membership for one faculty/staff member

● VITAL faculty memberships for only $79 each 

for Visitors, Instructors, TA’s, Adjuncts, and 

Lecturers employed at your Institution

Departmental 

Memberships

maa.org/join



Short, relevant, and delivered 

to your inbox every Thursday. 

Sign up to stay up-to-date on 

all things MAA Programs:

Did you know?

MAA offers 

a weekly 

Programs 

newsletter!



Do you receive 

our monthly 

MAA Math Alert?
We redesigned our MAA Math Alert to 

highlight our core values: Community, 

Inclusivity, Communication, and Teaching & 

Learning.

If you are an active MAA member and have 

not been receiving the MAA Math Alert, 

please reach out to 

communications@maa.org.



Follow MAA on Social Media!

Keep up with MAA on social media.
Tag us so we can share news and updates from your MAA Section!

@maanow @maanewsMathematical 
Association of America

MAAvideo



There are 17 Special Interest Groups of the MAA 

(SIGMAAs) that embody a variety of interests which 

advance the organization’s mission and offer networking 

opportunities and access to resources in your field of 

interest.

Join a SIGMAA

For more information, including a full list of groups, visit maa.org/member-communities/sigmaas

● Connect with practitioners and 

scholars

● Share ideas and perspectives

● Bridge the gap between collegiate 

mathematics education and high 

school mathematics



Promote your department and 

support K-12 mathematics

Inspire young mathematicians this year by hosting 

the American Math Competitions (AMC) at your 

college or university, encouraging access to a high-

quality mathematical problem solving. Promote your 

department by inviting students to tour your campus 

and learn about the work of your university, then host 

the competitions.

Contact amcinfo@maa.org to get started.

maa.org/math-competitions/about-amc

https://t.e2ma.net/click/vlf9di/r60wllb/v5avzeb
https://t.e2ma.net/click/vlf9di/r60wllb/bybvzeb


Thank you for being a part of the 
MAA Community!


